2004 suzuki forenza mpg

The Suzuki Forenza has a combined gas mileage ranging from The Suzuki Forenza has a city
gas mileage ranging from 19 miles per gallon The Suzuki Forenza has a highway gas mileage
ranging from 27 miles per gallon 7. Scroll down to get the gas mileage of your particular year
and model trim. Check the gas mileages of other makes and models here. Depending on trim
level the Suzuki Forenza has a combined gas mileage ranging from The Suzuki Forenza has a
highway gas mileage ranging from 27 miles per gallon 8. The Suzuki Forenza has a city gas
mileage ranging from 22 miles per gallon The Suzuki Forenza has a highway gas mileage of 30
miles per gallon 7. The Suzuki Forenza has a city gas mileage ranging from 20 miles per gallon
The Suzuki Forenza has a highway gas mileage ranging from 28 miles per gallon 7. The Suzuki
Forenza has a combined gas mileage of The Suzuki Forenza has a city gas mileage of 22 miles
per gallon Home Gas Mileage Suzuki Forenza. Suzuki Forenza Gas Mileage. Researched By
AutoPadre. Best Gas Mileage. About AutoPadre Autopadre. Learn More About AutoPadre. Post
Written By AutoPadre. Timing belt went up at 19, miles in June of ' I don't put many miles on my
car per year, so it was three months out of warranty when it happened. After much dickering
and pulling some strings, the dealer rebuilt the cams, replaced the valves, etc. In December of
'07, I lost my heat. Dealer did diagnosis, and told me it was the thermostat. I bought the part
from them, and had an independent mechanic install it. I still did not have heat, and my
mechanic told me it was the water pump. Armed with this information, I returned to the dealer
today, and asked if they had replaced the water pump when they did the work in June. The
answer was "no". I asked if they were aware of the water pump issues, and if so, WHY had they
not replaced the pump when they did the cam work. They told me they had only become aware
of this problem in the past several days, Ha! I am certain that without the information from this
site, I would have been bilked out of some big bucks. Review Date: 7th December, Parts are
expensive because they don't use standard parts. I have to drive 30 miles to the dealership if I
want to change the air filter. Build quality is generally poor. Review Date: 22nd September,
Terrible gas mileage, it's like driving a 18 wheeler!!! Tires, and parts very hard to find!!! Dealer
staff very sucky!!! Do your homework before buying Suzuki!!!. This car has been very reliable, is
pretty comfortable and has many more features than most cars in the same price range. The
engine performs adequately when driven in normal conditions, but could use a bit more power
when trying to pass or get up to speed in a hurry. Fit and finish is very good. So far we are very
pleased with the vehicle. We are in the process of purchasing another one Forenza LX wagon. I
will update this review and let you know how both Forenza's are doing. Review Date: 26th May,
So far the Forenza continues to perform very well and nothing has gone wrong with the vehicle.
At the moment the car has miles on it. One thing that we are a bit disapointed in is the "average"
fuel mileage. Maybe it will improve as the engine continues to "break in". So far the wagon is
doing well. Forenza delivers a good all around car for the price. My forenza gets about 17mpg all
around, with the automatic transmission, I enjoy using the hold mode which allows the driver to
change gears as needed, bad thing about this mode is it uses more fuel. The forenzas engine
has plenty of power for passing and play. Review Date: 16th February, If this car has not been
broken in yet, the computer adjusts the engine differently for the break-in period. After the
mileage goes passed break-in, the gas mileage will improve and go to normal factory specified
level. Are you kidding me? Exactly where in the "computer" is the "parameter" for "gas
mileage"? That's a vehicle that weighs twice as much as a Forenza, carries 3 more passengers,
and can tow its own weight! Shameful I say, that a small entry-level car can't even beat a
ten-year-old old-tech pushrod V-8 SUV with , miles on it! Comment on this review. Actions Fix
the spelling and grammar Delete this review. Summary: Crap Faults: Warped discs. General
Comments: The resale value drops like a rock. Reply to this comment. Actions Fix the spelling
and grammar Delete this comment. Summary: Great car for the money Faults: Nothing yet.
General Comments: This car has been very reliable, is pretty comfortable and has many more
features than most cars in the same price range. View 5 more comments. General Comments:
Forenza delivers a good all around car for the price. Sorry, but that does not sound like a very
desirable vehicle. Next Page of Reviews Write a Review. Skip to main content. Last viewed
Suzuki cars. Photo of the day. Other Forenza Suzuki. See also. Toyota Tercel. Mercury
Mountaineer. Lincoln Sentinel. Buick Wildcat. Here you can find such useful information as the
fuel capacity, weight, driven wheels, transmission type, and others data according to all known
model trims. We made great efforts to collect all of them, but its amount is so immense that we
could easily miss something. If this is true, so feel free to contact us. We will make the
amendments and close the gaps as soon as possible. Engine Cylinder:. Engine Size:. Fuel
Type:. Driven Wheels:. Transmission Type:. Transmission Gears:. Curb Weight:. Gross Weight:.
Number Of Doors:. Fuel Capacity:. City MPG:. Highway MPG:. Combined MPG:. Suzuki Articles.
July 6, We get some new specs and info as Suzuki has officially announced all the details about
the redesigned Suzuki Jimny built for the European markets. Other Suzuki model Suzuki Fronte.

Suzuki Grand Vitara. Suzuki Ignis. Suzuki Jimny. Suzuki Kizashi. Suzuki Lapin. Top Makes Alfa
Romeo. Aston Martin. Land Rover. See All. Suzuki Fronte 1 Models. Suzuki Grand Vitara 15
Models. Suzuki Ignis 9 Models. Suzuki Jimny 16 Models. Suzuki Kizashi 4 Models. Suzuki Lapin
5 Models. Never buy this car. It is a total piece of crap. The transmission is sloppy and shifts too
much. Cost of ownership is out of the norm. Everything breaks. Not even fun to drive! Suzuki
Forenza â€” Performace -- gets up to speed quick, brakes easily, steers like a dream build
quality: never squeeks or rattles, needed only a few minor repairs appearance: sleek design,
small and compact cost: great gas mileage, low maintenance fun: love it so! Pros: great gas
milege, easy to drive, small yet roomy! Good Cheap Car Cons: the custom dent that my ex
Boss' neighbor put in it. Good Car â€” It's a good inexpensive car for someone who is looking
to buy their first car. Lots of cargo space. Seats are very comfortable great for long trips. The
car is a low maintenance until something goes out on it. I have had to replace the cam shaft
position sensor. I thought i could do it myself and it was just a pain. In order to change the
spark plugs you need to remove the engine mount and jack the engine. Another down side of
the suzuki is the valve cover gasket needs to be replace about every two to three years if you
get the stock part. They leak bad when the decide to crack. The upside of the car is it gets great
gas mpg. I put Beside some things being difficult to work on, majority of the car maintance is a
diy. Cons: mainenance varies depending on what goes out the car has multiple parts so its
always a guessing game when buying replacement parts. Read More. Great car for family
outings and city driving. Its not quick at all and is a bit touchy sometimes. Very basic model car
with out any bells or whistles. Overall nice car for the single mom or family Suzuku Forenza is a
great city car. It s almost compact sized, therefore gas consumption is low. The Forenza is a
basic compact car. Great for getting around town and decent handling. It makes a good car for a
single person needing a dependable car. Interior is roomy and has good truck space. I really the
like all the features in this car as far as safety storage and design. The drive train runs as
smooth as the day I bought it. If anything ev After driving this vehicle, I can say for the price and
year youu can go wrong, Suzuki makes great car with affortable maintenance, fuel economy and
realiable vehicles, very competitive against Toyota It's an ok car cage to get around in while not
riding the Harley : As far as performance, it accelerates well for a four cylinder. The wagon is
useful for all the military gear that I use for wee The engine its just daewoo but the rest is fro
parafarina so this car is one of hes lasts creations. Have you driven a Suzuki Forenza? Rank
This Car. User Reviews. Displaying all Suzuki Forenza reviews reviews. Zak writes:. Primary
Use: Family transportation Pros: Nothing. Cons: Everything! Is this helpful? Yes No. Kaleena
writes:. Cons: only a four cylender. Baharin writes:. The original model is Daewoo Lacetti and
rebadge as Chevrolet after GM bought over the company Daewoo Pros: sharp handling, total
noise reduction,. Cons: throttle responese not that good. Grant writes:. Heather writes:. Pros:
Great gas milage, and warrenty. Cons: small. Kayla writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work
Pros: great gas milage. Reviews From Other Years. Read all 4 Suzuki Forenza reviews. Read all
5 Suzuki Forenza reviews. Read all Suzuki Forenza reviews. Cars compared to Suzuki Forenza.
Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Suzuki Forenza to Related
Models. Select Year Cons: only a four cylender 10 of 12 people found this review helpful. The
original model is Daewoo Lacetti and rebadge as Chevrolet after GM bought over the company
Daewoo Pros: sharp handling, total noise reduction, Cons: throttle responese not that good 5 of
10 people found this review helpful. Pros: Great gas milage, and warrenty Cons: small 7 of 7
people found this review helpful. However, it doesn't compare well with most competitors in this
class. Fuel economy of 24 mpg overall with the automatic transmission is low and performance
is so-so. The Forenza also falls short in ride, braking, emergency handling, and noise
suppression. In most cases, automotive warranties are based on the vehicle identification
number VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The dealership can tell you
exactly how much warranty is left. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If
you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or
access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a
member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. Used
Suzuki Forenza Change Vehicle. There are 5 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner
Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance Performance.
Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat pavement
straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a
standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission performance is
determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual
transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests,
independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims.
Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate

circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage
CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and
highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've
discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry
stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked.
Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the
avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to
its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road
imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our
expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort
Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various
heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is
for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The
Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to
other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best.
Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and
smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same
model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability
charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual
Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with
their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered serious because of cost, failure,
safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the table below. The results are
presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious
areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis,
we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for
a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement,
torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or
linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction
To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than
half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights int
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o their satisfaction by answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over again, would
they definitely buy or lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six
categories: driving experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving
Experience Driving Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes
seats, climate control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the
price you paid? Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety
Equipment. ABS available. Side air bags standard from ESC not available. Drive Wheels.
Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended warranties. Body
Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local
Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters
Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

